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WRITERS
Greetings!
Welcome to yet another edition
of your favorite exclusively mining magazine, ZiMining.
I hope to find you well in these
trying times of the ravaging Covid-19 pandemic.
It is on a sad note that I write
this note to you, when some of
our dear readers, advertisers and
even writers still have wet tears
shed on the passing on of their
loved ones because of this pandemic.
The cases continue to spike in
the country but we pray for the
better.
In a story carried in this publication, 25 mining employees
have so far tested positive at two
major mines in the country. Now
the situation has become worrisome.
Chamber of Mines president
Ms Elizabeth Nerwande said
that the impact of the pandemic

is likely to derail the attainment
of the set $12billion revenue target set by government last year.
However, she remained confidence that things will be back to
normal once the war against Covid-19 is won.
Continue enjoying your favorite mining magazine for credible
and factual news.
Remember to stay safe. Wash
your hands regularly with soap
and running water. Don’t forget
to sanitize.
Till next time
Thomas, Editor, ZiMining.
Remember to read more news
on our website: www.zimining.
co.zw
Like our Facebook Page: http://
www.facebook.com/zimining
Twitter:
http://www.twitter.
com/zimining
WhatsApp: 0778372731
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Mines Act amendment
stalling progress: ZMF
By Thomas Chidamba,
ZiMining Editor

T

he Zimbabwe Miners
Federation (ZMF) has
urged government
through the Ministry
of Mines and Mining Development to speedily amend the
archaic Mines and Minerals Act
if the country is to fully benefit
from the vast mineral resources.
Speaking before a Mines Parliamentary Portfolio committee as well as Mines and Mining
Development Ministry officials
in Mutare recently, ZMF Chief
Executive Officer Mr Wellington
Takavarasha said it was sad that
the dragging to amend the Mines
Act is delaying locals from enjoying the fruits of the country’s
abundant natural resources.
“Zimbabwe like other nations

in Africa is rich in a variety of
minerals but the blessings of this
natural wealth have neither percolated up nor gravitated down to
benefit the local people of Zimbabwe.
“Zimbabwe used to be no 2 in
terms of gold production after
South Africa but now no 14. The
World Bank and United Nations
used to use Zimbabwe as an
example in terms of structuring
and operationalizing artisanal and
small scale miners’ operations.
Now they have shifted to Tanzania

and Kenya,” he said.
Mr Takavarasha said they are
pinning their hopes on the
amendment of the Mines Act
so that the practice of Artisanal
and small scale miners can be
formalized as they are the biggest
contributors of gold to Fidelity
Printers.
“We are glad that the Attorney
General’s team is working on
revamping The Mines and
Minerals Amendment.
“As such as ZMF we would want
the Attorney General and Mines

“We are glad that the Attorney General’s team is working revamping the Mines and
Minerals Act amendement.
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Legal team also to focus on regulations that are palatable to ASM
issues but not limited to the following; comparable to countries
like Tanzania, Uganda, Cameroon
and DRC
“Artisanal and small scale miners’ potential and significance can
only be realized fully by Government if there is Artisanal and
Small Scale Mining development

Mr Wellington Takavarasha
in order to promote and support
the development of small-scale
miners so that they increase their
contribution to the fiscus of the
economy.
“At peak, artisanal Miners and
small scale miners used to produce 2 tonnes (of gold) per month
from 2017-2019 but now challenges of arrests have attributed
to the decline in gold production

statistics as recorded at FPR down
to 500 kgs a month (From the
period January 4 2020 to current)
for various offences,” he said
Mr Takavarasha urged government through the Ministry of
Mines and Mining Development
to dictate pace in Small Scale
mining finance policies and mining

“At peak, ASM used to produce 2 tonnes of
gold per month from 2-17 - 2019 but now
challenges of arrests have attributed to the decline in gold production.”
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Lafarge sets up Health, safety Academy

mavhazat22@gmail.com

By Amanda Mavhaza,
ZiMining Reporter

C

ement manufacturing
giant Lafarge Cement
Zimbabwe has scaled
up its commitment to
upholding health and safety by
establishing a Health and Safety
Academy.
Presenting the Company’s
Abridged Financial results for the
year ended 31 December 2019,
Lafarge Chairman Mr Kumbirai
Katsande said Lafarge has set an
ambitious vision ‘for zero harm in
all operations.’
During the second half of 2019,
Lafarge recorded one fatality in its
quarry operations. This incident,
Mr Katsande said, was the first
fatality in the business since the

late 1990s.
He said the company will remain
committed to operationalizing a
robust Health and Safety improvement plan.
“The company continues to
uphold health and safety as a core
value premised on its ambition
“0”, a vision for zero harm in all
operations.
“Generally, the company’s performance and all health and safety
indicators were progressive (during the period under review),” Mr
Katsande said.
Lafarge, as a market leader in
Health and safety, has established
a Health and Safety Academy
that will provide training to other
companies.
“In a quest for continuous improvement under this core value,

“The company continues to uphold
health and safety as core value premised on its ambition for zero harm.”
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“The strong
focus on
Health and
Safety has
since positioned the
company as a
market
leader.”

the company operationalized a
robust Health and Safety improvement plan throughout the year.
“This plan is focused on delivering positive step change in all segments of the business.
“The strong focus on Health and
Safety has since positioned the
company as a market leader, and
key stakeholders such as National
Social Security Authority (NSSA)
have awarded the company recognition as partners in the national agenda for zero harm in the

workplace.
“this positioning inspired the
company to establish a Health
and Safety Academy that provides
bespoke training to other companies.
“The Academy offers practical
simulations environments for
most safety hazards found in the
industry today.
“The first of its kind in Zimbabwe, this safety training school
managed to train team from eight
(8) institutions,” he said.
Lafarge, Mr Katsande said, subscribes to international certification standards.
Locally, the company qualified for recertification for ISO
140001:2015 (Environmental
Management Systems) and OHSAS 18001:2007 (Occupational
Health and Safety Assessment
Series) through the standard Association of Zimbabwe.
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During the period under review,
Lafarge maintained a strong foothold in Strategic Social Investment Programs that buttressed
its commitment to sustainable
business practices.
Mr Katsande said the company
scaled up support for environmental stewardship programmes
in partnership with community
groups with the objective of improving local solid waste management and recycling.
Also, Lafarge launched the second
intake of ‘Shine: Simuka upenye’
Young Women’s empowerment
programme targeting 125 girls
from local communities.
In response to the devastating impact of cyclone Idai, Mr Katsande
said the company supported a basic mason training programme for
110 young people from the affected communities thereby creating
a ready pool of local manpower
to support the various rebuilding
projects that were underway.
Lafarge posted a gross profit
of ZWL$496 million in 2019,
an improved margin from
ZWL$141million in 2018.
The improvement was attributed
to a focus on agile pricing and disciplined cost management across
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FBC Insurance posts $23m loss
By Amanda Mavhaza,
ZiMining Reporter

I
@ Amandamavhaza

“Volatility in
the foreign exchange market
continued to
weigh down on
the capacity to
meet contractual obligations

nsurance firm, FBC Insurance Company Limited, recorded an inflation
adjusted after tax loss of
ZWL$23.6 million as hyperinflationary environment continues
to have a toll on business.
Before tax, FBC Insurance had
recorded an inflation adjusted loss
of ZWL$26.9 million.
Presenting the company’s
Abridged Audited Financial
results for the year ended 31
December 2019, FBC Insurance
Chairman Mr John Mushayavanhu (pictured below) said the loss
was attributed to dynamics prevailing in the local economy that
resulted in weak demand for both
short-term and life insurance
products.
“The hyperinflationary environment
continues to
negatively
impact on
disposable
incomes
making it
increasingly
difficult
for our
clients
to buy
insurance
products.
“The
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continued devaluation of the local
currency also resulted in claims
costs increasing as most business
and individuals prefer to index
pricing of goods and services to
the United States Dollars,” he said.
Mr Mushayavanhu pointed out
that the volatility in the foreign
exchange market continued to
weigh down on the capacity of
the industry to meet contractual
obligations.
“The insurance industry has not
been spared from the dynamics
prevailing in the local economy
and this has been compounded
by the ever changing regulatory
environment.
“This has resulted in weak demand for both short-term and life
insurance products.
“Volatility in the foreign exchange
market continued to weigh
down on the capacity
of the industry to
meet contractual
obligations as
well as meet
reasonable policy
holder
and fund
member
expectations
thereby
undermining
confidence in
the sector,”
he said.
Mr Mu-

shayavanhu said, despite the FBC
Insurance being hard hit by claims
and operating expenses inflation,
the company’s investment strategies yielded positive results.
“The business was hard hit by
claims and operating expenses
inflation and total revenues of
ZWL$78.1million were inadequate to cover, inter-allia, insurance claims of ZWL$32.2 million,
operating expenses of ZWL$45.9
million and a monetary loss of
ZWL$22.6million.
“During the course of the year, the
Government introduced statutory
instrument 142 which ushered the
official return of our local currency.
“This meant that all foreign currency denominated insurance
policies could no longer be underwritten hence negatively affecting

“Inflationary
presssures continued to negatively affect
premium revenues

the industry as a whole.
“The full impact of inflationary
pressures on the traditional business was reduced by the company’s investment strategies.
“As inflationary pressures continued to negatively affect premium
revenues, attention shifted to
hedging via a robust investment
strategy,” he said.
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Mr Mushayavanhu said, FBC
Insurance was not lagging behind
in embracing technology in easing
the way of doing business.
“There has been development in
the information and technology
space as a result of the need to
reduce cost of doing business.
“This has been evidenced by offer
of insurance products on electronic platforms by some of the payers
in the industry.
“As a result, FBC Insurance embarked on developing its own
electronically based delivery
channels and that have since been
deployed,” he said.
Mr Mushayavanh added that the
company will continue to adopt
various business models to the
environment in order to further
consolidate its position on the
market.
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Covid-19 pandemic delays $12bn target
By Thomas Chidamba

T

he Government set
$12billion revenue target by 2023 is likely to
suffer a huge blow due
to the marauding Covid-19 pandemic that has ravaged the world
and led business to a standstill.
The Corona Virus was first detected in China in December last year
before spreading to other parts of
the world where it caused untold
suffering.
More than 700 000 people are said
to have died of the disease worldwide.
In Zimbabwe, the death toll continues to surge on a daily basis and
it has now passed 90 from recorded more than 4000 cases.
The pandemic has taken a toll on
businesses and individuals across
the world.
Mining sector has not been spared
from the effects of Corona Virus.
The impact of the disease now
threatens the attainment of the set
1$12billion revenue target set by

“The lockdown on the
economic activities has impacted on the
entire mining
sector.”

government last year.
Government has set an ambitious
target for the mining sector, as a
key driver of the economy.
However, the Covid-19 pandemic
is set to derail such plans of reviving the economy through a set
revenue threshold for the mining
sector.
Speaking during the MineEntra
Virtual Conference, which ran
under the topic: The Future of
Zimbabwean Mining Industry
Post Covid-19, Chamber of Mines
president Ms Elizabeth Nerwande
said the pandemic has crippled
the mining sector in several ways.
This year’s prestigious
mining extravaganza,
MineEntra, could not
be held physically
at its usual venue
at the Zimbabwe
International Exhibition Centre in
Bulawayo because of
the Covid-19 lockdown
restrictions.
The MineEntra Virtual
Conference ran under
the theme, Explore, Expand,
Extract.
She
said it
will be
a

herculean task for the sector to
reach the $12billion revenue target
by 2023.
Ms Nerwande said Covid-19 pandemic posed a great challenge for
the mining sector as they struggled to balance between operation
and containing the spread of the
virus.
“As mining industry, one of the
challenges we had is that we had
to play balance in light of the
Covid-19, on one hand wanting
to continue operations and sustain net forex inflows on the other
hand.
“The lockdown on the economic
activities on the back
of adverse lockdown
worldwide has
impacted partly
on the entire
(mining) industry.
The supply
chain has also
been submerged as most
companies rely
on imported
raw material
and they had
been delay in deliveries as borders
were closed here
and there,”

Ms Elizabeth Nerwande
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she said.
Despite the adverse challenges
posed by Covid-19, Ms Nerwande
remains positive that, with policy
consistence, mining can be the
backbone of the country’s economy.
“Capital shortages has been one
of the issues that have affected the
mining sector.
“In spite of a slowdown, the sector
remains sustainable to grow the
economy. We need to keep engaging government, telling them
that it ($12billion revenue target)
cannot be attained as long there is
policy inconsistence,” she Said.
Speaking on the same Conference, Fidelity Printers and Refiners Head of Gold Development
Initiative Fund Mr Matthew
Chidavaenzi said the challenges
bedeviling the country will soon
be a thing of the past and the mining sector will bloom again.
“Covid -19 came and it aided to an
existing challenge so there is need
for people to stand in these Covid-19 Challenges.
“The gold sector is supposed to
be significant in attainment of

the ($12billion revenue target)
vision by achieving an annual of
100tonnes.
“if we are able to achieve 100
tonnes, with or without Covid-19 ,
then it can be achieved,” he said.
Mr Chidavaenzi said in post Covid initiatives, the country most
up its production and perhaps
increase more mines to meet the
target.
“The country needs to increase
its capacity in mines. . . We need
to resuscitate and reopen unused
mines. We also need to invest in
exploration activities, improve
to the resource definition of our
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sector.
“We need to formalize and capacitate small scale miners,” he said.
Mr Chidavaenzi said the attainment of the $2billion revenue target requires funding to recapitalise
the sector.
“The glue that brings together
all these is funding. Mining, by
nature is capital intensive and
requires availability of currency.
“The pre-Covid-19 position is that
the industry required about a billion US dollars to reequip, finance
expansion plans and also operations,” he said.
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Mining: Corporate Social Responsibility

“

# jeremiahndhlovu

To build and sustain
brands people love and
trust, one must focus
– not only on today
but also on tomorrow. It’s
not easy…but balancing the
short and long term is key to
delivering sustainable, profitable growth – growth that is
good for our shareholders but
also good for our consumers,
our employees, our business
partners, the communities
where we live and work, and
the planet we inhabit.” (Irene
B. Rosenfeld, CEO Kraft)
“Increasing shareholders’ value”
is one of the business objectives
that has stood the test of time. It
is still a fundamental objective in
today’s business world.
Contemporary businesses have,
however, identified other stakeholders which can no longer be
ignored, i.e. customers, suppliers, employees and the general
communities in which businesses

CSR is embedded
in an organisation’s daily business practices to
enhance the organisation’s image
14

operate. Great strides have been
made on human capital management and management of value
chain participants. One matter
that has gained notable momentum in recent years is corporate
social responsibility/investment,
with more acclaim on organisations’ investments in betterment
of the environment and livelihoods of people living in communities in which organisations
operate from.
Corporate social responsibility
(CSR) is a long-term commitment
by an organisation to manage its
processes in a way that minimises
its negative impact, while maximising positive impact on society.
CSR is embedded in an organisation’s daily business practices to
enhance the organisation’s image while also increasing profits.
Closely related to CSR is corporate social investment (CSI).
CSI programmes are outside an
organisation’s ordinary business

Mining organisations
were expected to set
up Community Share
Ownership
Schemes
practices, are not for profit-making and are implemented for the
benefit of the community and the
environment.
The difference between CSR and
CSI is subtle, so the terms are
sometimes used interchangeably.
The big question is why are

organisations worried about
CSR/CSI and how does that fit in
the organisation’s risk management framework? Furthermore,
wouldn’t the cost of CSR/CSI
programmes reduce shareholders’
value, i.e. through reduced dividend pay-outs or reduced business financial assets?
CSR/CSI is a conscious strategy
to mitigate reputational risk arising from failure to manage stakeholder expectations.
One stakeholder, seemingly docile but can potentially destroy an
organisation’s brand/image, is the
local community.
An organisation cannot afford

15

getting denigrating feedback premised on its relationship with the
local community and its perceived
activities in preserving the physical environment. Organisations
also engage in CSR/CSI initiatives
due to legislation.
In Zimbabwe, mining organisations were expected to set up
Community Share Ownership
Schemes as part of the legislated
indigenisation framework. Organisations had to, therefore, implement CSR initiatives to comply
with the enacted legislation.
Moreover, customers and investors are paying increasing attention to environmental, social and

Risk Advisory
governance practices of organisations.
This entails that organisations
need to go beyond statutory/regulatory requirements if they are to
get meaningful value or goodwill
from their CSR/CSI initiatives.
In a nutshell, organisations
implement CSR/CSI initiatives in
their quest to attain a good corporate citizen status.
An organisation’s corporate citizen status can be basic (elementary stage) or can have a discernible
impact on the image or operations
of the organisation (transforming
stage).
The stages in the corporate
citizen spectrum are summarised
below:
•
Elementary – There are no
established CSR/CSI programmes
at this level, hence episodic CSR/
CSI activities. This may be due to
limited awareness or management
indifference on CSR/CSI initiatives.
•
Engaged – Organisations
in this stage have policies promoting CSR/CSI initiatives, with
increasing interaction/consultations with the shareholders.
•
Innovative – The CSR/
CSI programmes are broadened
as compared to the engaged stage,
there is increased two-way consultations with more stakeholders.
There is also proactive gleaning of
CSR/CSI insights from applicable

fora, conferences and professional
meetings.
•
Integrated – Board of Directors increasingly set standards
and monitor CSR/CSI performance. There is reinforcement
of risk management systems,
stakeholder consultation schemes,
sustainability training for management and employees and issue
management.
•
Transforming – Organisations work closely with other
organisations, community groups
and NGOs to tackle community
and environmental problems.
The write-up above demonstrates
that it is imperative for mining
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organisations to implement CSR/
CSI programmes. Organisations
need to properly plan if they are
to ultimately attain the transforming corporate citizen status. Having well-defined and methodical
CSR/CSI processes optimises an
organisation’s profile or brand and
also facilitates seamless sustainability reporting in line with leading practices.

Jeremiah Ndhlovu is a
Certified Expert in Risk
Management (CERM).
He has acquired extensive risk management
insights in the mining
sector through outsource
projects including enterprise risk management,
combined assurance,
process and controls
standardisation, internal
auditing and external
auditing.
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T & A, best in drilling, blasting

T

and A Drilling and Blasting is a locally owned company which was formed
and registered in Zimbabwe in 2007.
T and A Drilling and Blasting has
built a solid mining reputation for
technical excellence .
We specialize in drilling and blasting.
We are totally committed to providing, efficient service to our customers coupled with best solutions
at competitive rates through our well
trained and dedicated staff.
Vision
To be a renowned world class entity
in the drilling, blasting, mining and
civil works industry in Zimbabwe and
beyond.
Our Mission
Our mission is to be a major drilling
and blasting supplier in Zimbabwe
and the SADC region.
Competitive Advantages
The key areas described below have
resulted in Tand A Drilling and Blasting gaining competitive advantage in
the industry;
1. Product quality
The Company has formed strategic
partnerships with reputable suppliers
for drilling and blasting equipment to
conduct an efficient job which come
with full warrant.
2. Reliability
- Strategic procurement and reliable
suppliers backed by our state of the
art drilling and blasting equipment.
3. Competitiveness
Due to our close relationships with
our suppliers, access to distributor
and partnership agreements, we are

T and A Drilling and Blasting team during an induction meeting
at Larfage Cement, Manresa in Harare.
able to offer our customers quality
services at very competitive prices.
4. Employees
Our staff members are well trained,
dedicated and focused on success as
they feel to be part of the organisation
as they share in its success.
5. Social Responsibility
To exhibit high moral and ethical
values.
Our Values
-Superior service delivery
-Integrity

-Honesty
-Creativity
-Fairness
-Teamwork
Our Objective
Exceed stakeholder expectations,
maximising shareholder value and
protection of our treasured environment.
Our Goal
To grow through specialization, segmentation and market targeting.

For specialised controlled blasting, decline mining, passive
underground support (shotcrete), blast vibration monitoring,
sand blasting services, surface, nderground drilling and blasting, offer training in drilling and blasting
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Covid-19, illegal gold mining
syndicates: Business as usual

T

#Joshchibvuma

he global corona virus
(popularly known as
covid 19) pandemic
and subsequent lock
down measures across the globe
has affected livelihoods.
People have lost livelihoods.
Income, jobs and lives have all
been lost with no hope in sight to
win the battle against this deadly
virus.
Lock-down, social distancing,
wearing face masks, working from
home, minimising travel among
other measures have been adopted globally to reduce the spread of
the virus.
These measures are ideal in a
country with a sound economy
and highly formalised industry.
Where the majority of citizens
hustle in the informal industry it
is a big challenge. Such is the case
with Zimbabwe, where the majority of citizens eke a living in the
non-formal sectors.
The Zimbabwe government has
adopted a number of measures
aimed at reducing the negative

The gold mining industry
by Illegal miners calls for the
brave and hard
personalities
23

effects of covid 19. The President
has announced various levels of
lock-downs since March 2020 in
21 days cycles.
Despite the noble attempts to
adhere to the World Health Organisation stipulations encouraging social distancing, wearing face
masks and staying at home many
citizens are being driven from
their homes into covid 19 risky
areas by poverty.
The illegal gold miners across
the nation have maintained their
bravery in the face of this adversity. In Chimanimani district’s
gold mining areas the mining
continues unabated. The hope to
gain the precious mineral is more
important than life itself for the
gold hunters.
Where does the spirit to face
death come from?
The gold mining industry by
illegal miners calls for the brave
and hard personalities. Thus, the
nickname Gweja implying a hardened individual. They have faced
death several times and survived
as some claimed.

Mining
Rufu rwacho tagara rarwo mazuva ose kubva kare. Kurarama
nenyasha dzaMwari mukoma.
Meaning “Death is a common life
experience. Survival is by God’s
grace my brother”.
Another one said, Takapona
Musanditeera mukoma. Zvekufa
takazvipira kare. Toenda kumba
tonobatana nei tasvikako. Meaning “We survived Musanditeera
(A place far into the mountains
called Musanditeera -Don’t follow
me- since it claimed many lives
during the peak of the gold rush)
journey brother. We have to face
death head on. What will we get if
we go home”.
These are some of the perception of most illegal gold miners in

isolated mining areas which are
very difficult to monitor for law

enforcers due to their size and
fragmentation.
Whither covid 19 pandemic in
such areas?Outreach programmes
for these people is difficult since
the people do not trust the not
familiar type of people. The outsider is treated with
suspicion.

August 2020

The old adage: To catch a thief
one must become a thief may assist in dissemination of information to this marginalised group to
save lives.
This is because most of them
do not even own a phone whilst
doing their work. Otherwise
many will perish without in these
remote areas.

Joshua Chibvuma is an
independent researcher with
interest in natural resources
management, sustainable
development, climate change
impacts and GIS/RS application in natural resources
management. Joshua holds
the following qualifications;
Post Graduate Diploma in
Education (ZOU pending),
Msc Natural Resources Management and Environmental
Sustainability (BUSE), BA
4th Year Honours Geography and Environmental
Studies (GZU), BA General
Geography, Portuguese and
History (UZ) and Certificate
of Training in GIS and RS
(SIRDC).
Contact E-mail address:
jchibvuma@gmail.com

To advertise
call our marketing Executive Ollmen on: 0775322156
or our landline:
0242 750264.
email: ollmen.chidamba@
zimining.co.zw
www.zimining.co.zw
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Mineral endowment threatens environment
as deforestation escalates in Masvingo
By Ernest K Mando,
Masvingo

W
@ernestkmando

hile the presence of
minerals is a privilege and an economic
potential for local
communities and the nation at large,
environmentalists have expressed
concern over the growing trend in
deforestation rates in mineral endowed areas.
Masvingo is one province that is rich
in minerals such as lithium from Bikita
district mined by Bikita Mineral Limited, gold and asbestos from Mashava in
Chivi district.
The endowment of these minerals has
attracted a variety of activities ranging
from the selling of farm produce, firewood, sole trading and so forth. Even
the population size within these areas
has increased.

Deforastation
in mining endowed areas has
been attributed
to emergence of
new settlements

26

In the face of economic hardships,
local communities continue to engage
into the selling of firewood in the residential areas in mining areas.
This coupled with inconsistent power
supplies that have been experienced
across the country.
The situation has been exacerbated by
the proliferation of illegal miners in
mining towns such as Mashava. These
miners are so versatile that in times
of restricted mining by law enforcement agencies or officers, they venture
into other income generating activities
such as sand and gravel mining, and
firewood selling.
This has notably seen the plundering
of vegetation in many areas around
mining towns or points. In Mashava,
such has been common in areas
around the Gaths Mine.
The emergence of new settlements in
areas around the mine by communities
that seek to do businesses, illegal min-

Mining And Environment
While corporate social responsibility and economic empowerment has been a concern for most
communities as has been the case
with Bikita Minerals some years
ago, it is essential to device strategies or frameworks that strike a
balance in the three pillars of social responsibility namely social,
economic and environmental
sustainability. As it stands, there
seems lack of coordination and
responsibility in the manner in
which our trees are destroyed by
communities in mineral endowed
areas.
ing and other activities remains a
salient aspect in as far as deforestation is concerned.
In other words, deforestation in
mining endowed areas has been
attributed to the in-migration
of people and emergence of
new settlements, the demand
for firewood for selling and the
clearance of land for farming and
illegal mining.
As long as the government and

communities do not work hand
in hand to address this tragedy,
mining will continue to pose
a threat to the environment as
deforestation persists.
The adequacy of local leadership,
Environmental Management
Agency, local authorities and
other stakeholders in addressing environmental issues of this
nature remain unseen if there is
no cooperation.
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Ernest Mando is an Environmentalist, Educator& Content
Developer with research interests in extractive sectors,
biodiversity, environmental
governance and health& safety.
He is currently studying a PhD
in Environmental Management with UNISA. Contacts:
+263-772244193, 735404802 or
email- ernestkmando@gmail.
com
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President Mnangagwa urges mines
Ministry to establish Youth Desk
By Thomas Chidamba,
ZiMining Editor

P

The youth
desk has been
an epitome
of excellence
in youth empowerment

resident Mnangagwa
recently urged Government Ministries to take
a cue from the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture, Water
and Rural Resettlement to establish functioning Youths Desks
that cater for the participation
and empowerment of youths in
the country.
President Mnangagwa singled
out Mines and Mining Development Ministry to urgently establish a youth desk in the model of
the one in the Ministry of Agriculture.
The youth desk in the ministry of
Agriculture has been an epitome
of excellence in youth empowerment, participation on economic
development and food security
issues.
Other ministries have been urged
to share notes with the Youth
Desk in the ministry of Agriculture.
In an interview with ZiMining,
Chief Youth Desk Coordinator
in the Ministry of Agriculture
Mr Nickros Kajengo
said he was ready to
share notes with the
ministry of Mines in
setting up a viable
National Youth
Desk.
“The President is the
highest authority of the
land; he is the

Commander which any one can
turn to any direction as directed
or instructed. However, as a patriotic servant of His Excellence,
Cde ED Mnangagwa, I am ready
to contribute to our country’s
vision. As a principled youth, I
understand that youths are the
ambassadors and the vanguard
of the revolution and the Government, so I am ready to serve
whenever duty calls. On account
of this, I can openly and thrasonically say I am ready to add value
to anything that improves lives
of our youth hence working with
sister line Ministries is not an option. Government Ministries and
Agencies are there to complement
each other,” he said.
Mr Kajengo said he was ready to
avail himself to assist the Mines
Ministry as he cannot turn down
duty to work to develop youth in
any capacity.
“Zimbabwe needs hard working
people. As
youths we
remain
guided by
our leaders who do
not have
time to

Mr Nikros Kajengo
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“I’m ready to add
valuue to anything
that improves lives
of our youth
rest, right from the pre-independence era until now.
“They travelled on foot to neighbouring countries like Zambia,
Mozambique, Tanzania and Botswana. Sweet comes after sweat
and hardwork brought success.
“It is through working under
pressure and managing the pressure that our nation fortunes will
be realised,” he said
Mr Kajengo said it was not a
stroll in park in turning around
the fortunes on the youth in Agriculture and making the Youth
Desk a beacon for youth empowerment and participation in
economic development project.
“It has been a long journey and a
struggle to be where we are here.
“We are grateful to the support
we have received, as desk, from

President Emmerson Mnangagwa shakes hands with Youth in Agriculture Apex Council Chairman John Muchenje while the late Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Rural
Resettlement RTD Air Chief Marshall Perrance Shiri looks on

our parent Ministry.
“Our achievements are too numerous to mention,” Mr Kajengo
said.
He said youth in both mines
and agriculture sector have the
potential to help government in
reviving the country’s economy
and contribute to Gross Domestic
Product.
“In line with Vision 2030, whose
thrust is to make Zimbabwe an
upper middle class economy, the
Ministries (of Mines and Agri-
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culture) through the Youth Desks
can support the youth through
various ways.
“Some of these include capacity
building with an intention to impart relevant and necessary farming and mining skills to our youth
so that they positively contribute
to the growth of the economy.
“with the country’s rich mineral
resource base, nothing can stop
our youth from participating in
the current economic trajectory,”
he said.

Covid-19 hits mines

By Melody Shumba,
ZiMining Reporter

T

he Covid 19 pandemic, that has left
thousand dead in the
world, is slowly making inroad into the mining with
some cases already reported in
mines threating production.
The disease was declared a
pandemic by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) in March
this year following a rise in cases
worldwide. Who set out health
guideline to be followed in a
measure to contain the spread of
the virus.
President Emmerson Mnangagwa declared the mining an essential service during the Covid-19
pandemic lockdown.
Cases continue to rise in Zimbabwe with over 90 deaths so far
recorded in more than 4000 cases
reported.
How Mine has been forced to
isolate after 24 employees tested
positive to the corona virus while
one employee at Hwange Colliery
Company tested positive to the
virus.
In an internal memo gleaned by
ZiMining, How Mine Manager E
Gwatidzo notified its staff that the
mine has been placed on isolation
and will not be open to outsiders
for about 10 days.
“Over the past weeks the country
has recorded a sharp increase in
Covid-19 cases.
“How Mine has not been spared
of the same challenge recording
24 positive cases as at 5 August
2020.
“As a result of this sudden spike
in Covid-19 positive cases within

the mine community, the Ministry of Health and Child Care has
recommended that the mine be
isolated from the outside world
for a period of 10 days with effect
from Thursday 6 August 2020.
“During the enhanced lockdown,
only medical emergencies and
other identified disciplines will be
allowed to leave or enter the mine
in the process of performing their
critical tasks,” wrote Gwatidzo.
Hwange Colliery Company
Limited Corporate Affairs Manager Rugare Chikede Dhobie also
confirmed a case at their mine.
“Hwange Colliery Company
Limited wishes to advise stakeholders that it has recorded its
first Covid-19 case, an underground employee (tested positive
to Corona Virus).
“He is clinically stable and is
isolating at home. Our rapid
response team is monitoring
the employee following national
guidelines,” she said.
Ms Dhobie said the company
was conducting contact tracing
to identify other employees who
might have been exposed to the
virus.
“As per Ministry of Health and
Child Care guidance, the company is also implementing
contact tracing to facilitate the identification
of individuals who
might have been exposed to the affected
employee.
“HCCL is also
implementing
measures on
disinfection and
testing,” she said.

The health of Hwange Colliery
staff, Ms Dhobie said, was the
company’s primary concern.
She said the company has a vision of zero harm at the mine.
“The well-being of all staff is our
primary concern. For this reason, going forward all, staff with
remote work capabilities are expected to work from home. Only
critical staff will physically report
for duty.
“AS HCCL, zero harm continues
to be our mantra: we eat, live and
breathe safety in all our operations,” she said.
President Mnangagwa has introduced stringent health measure
such as lockdown, Curfew between 6pm and 6am, compulsory
wearing of masks in
public,
hands
washing
and
sanitizing.

MHCCL Corporate Affairs Manager Rugare Chikede Dhobie
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TogaBless Mining ready to
give back to community
By Amanda Mavhaza,
ZiMining Reporter

E

nterprising Mining firm,
TogaBless Mining Investment is ready to play
a party in community
development by giving back to the
marginalised who want to enter the
field of mining.
TogaBless, a company that specializes
in mine pegging, geophysics, contract
mining, beacon installation among
other services, has already assisted
women in Mashonaland Central
province who had send an SOS
requesting assistance in their bid to
venture into mining.
In an interview with ZiMining
TogaBless Managing Director Mr
Blessing Togarepi (pictured right)
said his company is ready to give a
helping hand to those members of the
community who wants to venture into
mining as they are blessed with, skills,
connections and have vast knowledge
of the industry.
“We have assisted Mashonaland Central women in Mining who asked us
to chip in to assist them through the
Ministry of Women Affairs.
“At TogaBless Mining Investment we
boast of the right connections and
reliable information that helps those
that want to venture into mining
realise that it is a worthwhile investment.
“We have highly trained personnel,
state of the art exploration equipment
that guarantees good results,” Mr
Togarepi said.
A group of women in Mashonaland
Central were forced to approach TogaBless, Through Ministry of Women
Affairs, to seek assistance as they
feared that their mining venture will
come to nothing due to lack of equipment and knowledge.
Ministry of Women Affairs Mashona-

land Central Provincial Development
Officer Judith Hove pleaded with
TogaBless to assist these women who
had shown an interest in venturing
into mining but had no resources.
“May you kindly assist the women
miners. Others need gold buying
licenses but cannot afford the charges.
“Women do not have capital for the
initial requirements for mining. The

ministry (of Women Affairs) encouraged women to peg mines, but after
pegging (they) failed to be productive
as they did not have equipment to
use,” wrote Hove.
The ministry of Women Affairs was
worried that failure to secure assistance to do proper mining, some
of the women will turn to artisanal
mining.

“We have highly trained personnel,
state of the art exploration equipment
that guarantees good results.”
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CBZ commits to fighting Covid-19
By Brenda Musemwa

activity.

L
@brendamusemwa

“The CBZ Group
will continue to
play its part in
the fight against
the Covid-19
pandemic.”

eading Banking, Insurance, Investment and
Agro Business firm, CBZ
Holdings has committed to play its part in the fight
against the Covid-19 pandemic
that has had a negative impact
on businesses and individuals.
The disease was first noticed in
December last year in China before spreading to the whole world.
It was declared a pandemic by
the World Health Organisation
(WHO) in March this year.
So far more than 700 000 fatalities
have been recorded world wide.
In Zimbabwe, more that 80 have
succumbed to the disease while
cases have surpassed 4000.
Government has since adopted
WHO guidelines and proclaimed
strict lockdown, curfew from 6pm
to 6am, wearing is mask, sanitizing, among other health measures.
Presenting the company’s Audited
financial results for the year ended
32 December 2019, CBZ Holdings
Chairman Mr Marc Holtzman
said despite the Covid-19 pandemic being disruptive during
the first quarter of 2020, CBZ was
committed to play a part in the
fight against the disease.
“The Coronavirus Disease (Covid-19), which started in December
2019, became more pronounced
an disruptive during the first quarter of 2020.
“The world Health Organisation
(WHO) declared the disease a
pandemic in March 2020, as more
countries reported infections.
“It is too early to determine the
potential full impact of the pandemic in global, regional and
domestic economic and business
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Mr Marc Holtzman
“However, it is clear that the
pandemic has already disrupted
activity in the tourism, aviation,
international trade, transport and
remittances sectors.
“At the same time, the pandemic
has resulted in emerging and
increased opportunities in the
healthcare and pharmaceuticals
industry, with investors commiting funds towards research and
development of vaccines, manufacturing of medical sector products and development of healthcare infrastructure.
“Moreover, Government efforts to
support industries and the vulnerable groups, as well as rebuild
and reintegrate their economies
beyond the pandemic, if handled
effectively, will also create more
business opportunities.
“The CBZ group will continue to
play its part in the fight against the
Covid-19 pandemic,” he said.
CBZ posted a ZWL$312.5 million
inflation adjusted profit after tax.
Mr Holtzman said mining, among
other sectors, presented greater
business opportunities for CBZ.
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